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Intellectual Property Cost Approach
Valuation Methods
John C. Ramirez
The cost approach is particularly applicable to the valuation of certain types of intellectual
property—and of related general intangible property. And, the cost approach is particularly
applicable in the development of intellectual property valuations—and damages
measurement analyses and transfer price analyses—performed for certain purposes.
This discussion describes—and illustrates—the individual cost approach methods and
procedures that analysts generally consider in an intellectual property valuation, damages
measurement, or transfer price analysis.

Introduction
There are several generally accepted intellectual
property valuation methods within the category of
the cost approach. Each of these generally accepted
valuation methods applies a definition (or measurement metric) of cost. These specific various cost
measurement definitions include the following:
1.

Reproduction cost new

2.

Replacement cost new

Reproduction cost new (“RPCN”) measures the
total cost, in current prices as of the date of the
analysis, to develop an exact duplicate of the actual
intellectual property. The reproduction intellectual property is developed using the same types of
materials (if any) and labor, development standards,
design, layout, and quality of workmanship as the
actual intellectual property.
The reproduction intellectual property includes
all of the inadequacies, superadequacies, and other
indicia of obsolescence (if any) of the actual intellectual property.
The RPCN cost measurement metric is often
applied (1) when the actual intellectual property is
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fairly new or (2) when the actual intellectual property could still be considered a reasonable replacement for itself.
Replacement cost new (“RCN”) measures the
total cost, in current prices as of the date of the
analysis, to develop a new intellectual property having the same functionality or utility as the actual
(seasoned) intellectual property.
Functionality is an engineering concept that
means the ability of the intellectual property to perform the task for which it was designed.
Utility is an economics concept that means the
ability of the intellectual property to provide an
equivalent amount of satisfaction to the owner/
operator.
The replacement intellectual property is developed using modern materials (if any) and labor,
development standards, design, layout, and quality
of workmanship. The replacement intangible asset
typically excludes all curable inadequacies, superadequacies, and obsolescence that may be present
in the actual intellectual property.
The RCN cost measurement metric is more often
applied (1) when the actual intellectual property
is fairly old or (2) when the actual (seasoned)
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intellectual property would no longer be considered
a reasonable replacement for itself.
There are other cost measurement definitions
that may also be applicable to an intellectual
property cost approach valuation. Some valuation
analysts (“analysts”) consider a measure of cost
avoidance as a cost approach method. However, in
the professional literature, a cost avoidance valuation method is more appropriately categorized as an
income approach valuation method.
Some analysts apply trended historical cost as a
cost measurement metric in the application of the
cost approach. In this method, the historical development costs are identified, these historical costs
are trended to the valuation date by applying an
appropriate inflation-related index factor.
This trended historical cost measurement metric
is particularly applicable when:
1.

the actual intellectual property is relatively
new or

2.

the owner/operator has fairly complete
records related to the historical development costs and efforts related to the actual
intellectual property.

In addition, the specific inflation-related trend
index applied in the analysis should be appropriate
to the type of intellectual property development
costs that are being indexed to current costs.
This trended historical cost method often provides an indication of the RPCN of the actual intellectual property.
There are two principles that analysts should be
aware of with regard to the application of the cost
approach to intellectual property valuation.
First, regardless of the specific cost definition
applied in the cost measurement analysis, all cost
measurement metrics (including RPCN, RCN, or any
other cost measurement metric) should consider a
comprehensive cost analysis.
Second, regardless of the cost measurement
metric applied, all cost approach valuation methods should develop approximately the same value
indication for the same intellectual property. That
is, there will be a different cost metric quantified
for each cost approach valuation method. There
will also be a different appraisal depreciation and
obsolescence measurement quantified for each cost
approach valuation method.
The differences in the various cost metrics are
generally offset by the differences in the appraisal
depreciation and obsolescence metrics. And, therefore, the intellectual property value indication
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developed from the alternative cost approach valuation methods should be similar.

Cost Measurement Procedures
Any intellectual property cost measurement metric
should consider the following four cost components:
n

Direct costs (such as materials, labor, and
internal owner/operator overhead)

n

Indirect costs (such as engineering and
design expenses and legal and consulting
fees)

n

The intellectual property developer’s profit
(as in, a profit margin percentage applied
to the direct cost and indirect cost investment)

n

An opportunity cost/entrepreneurial incentive (such as a measure of lost income or
other opportunity cost during the intellectual property development period adequate
to motivate the development process)

Intellectual property direct costs and indirect
costs are typically easy to identify and quantify. The
developer’s profit cost component can be estimated
using several generally accepted procedures. This
cost component is often estimated as a profit margin
percentage applied to the developer’s investment in
the material, labor, and owner/operator overhead
costs.
The entrepreneurial incentive cost component is
often measured as either:
1.

the income that the developer would
lose during the intellectual property
replacement/development period or

2.

a fair rate of return on the amount of the
investment in the total intellectual property
cost metric—during the intellectual property replacement/development period.

The lost income concept of entrepreneurial
incentive is often considered in the context of a
willing buyer’s “make versus buy” decision. For
example, consider a hypothetical willing buyer
and a hypothetical willing seller (as in, the current
owner) of a patent.
Let’s assume that it would require a two-year
period for a hypothetical willing buyer to develop a
replacement patent (as in, the elapsed amount time
required to develop a new noninfringing invention).
If the buyer decided to buy the seller’s actual patent, then the buyer could start earning income from
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it (either operating income or ownership license
income) immediately. In contrast, if the buyer
decided to make and register its own hypothetical,
noninfringing replacement patent, then the buyer
would earn no income (either operating income or
ownership license income) from the replacement
patent during the two-year replacement/development period.
The total of the two years of lost income during
the hypothetical replacement patent development
period represent the opportunity cost of making
(i.e., developing) a de novo, noninfringing replacement patent.
All four cost components—direct costs, indirect costs, developer’s profit, and entrepreneurial
incentive—should typically be considered in the
intellectual property cost approach valuation analysis. The cost approach applies a different set of
analyses than does the income approach. However,
the cost approach does include certain economic
analyses.
These economic analyses can help indicate
which of the two related cost approach components
should be measured—either:
1.

entrepreneurial incentive or lost income
opportunity cost (if any) or

2.

economic obsolescence or an inadequate
return on investment (“ROI”) (if any).

The intellectual property development cost metric (however measured) should be adjusted for any
value decreases due to:
1.

physical deterioration,

2.

functional obsolescence, and/or

3.

external obsolescence.

trade secrets component of a trained and assembled workforce (with consideration of whether
some employees are nearing retirement age, for
instance).
Functional obsolescence is a reduction in intellectual property value because of the property’s
inability to perform the function (or to yield the economic utility) for which it was originally designed.
The technological component of functional obsolescence is a decrease in value deriving from technological advancements that make the subject intellectual property less than the ideal replacement for
itself.
Let’s consider the valuation of computer software copyrights and trade secrets, for example. If
the source code is written in an obsolete programming language, then the software may suffer from
functional obsolescence.
External obsolescence is a reduction in intellectual property value caused by effects, events, or
conditions external to—and not controlled by—the
current use or condition of the property. The impact
of external obsolescence is usually beyond the control of the intellectual property owner/operator.
There are two types of external obsolescence:
1.

Locational obsolescence

2.

Economic obsolescence

Locational obsolescence is a decrease in the
intellectual property value caused by changes in
neighborhood conditions. This type of obsolescence
typically affects intangible property related to real
estate, such as easements, drilling rights, air rights,
construction permits or rights, environmental operating permits, water extraction rights, and the like.
Locational obsolescence typically does not affect
intellectual property.

All types of physical deterioration and obsolescence are collectively referred to as depreciation.
This is the valuation profession’s term for a reduction in value, and the term depreciation is applied
to both tangible property and intangible property.
Appraisal depreciation should not be confused with
accounting depreciation.

Economic obsolescence relates to the inability of the intellectual property owner/operator to
earn a fair rate of ROI related to the intangible
property. Economic obsolescence can affect most
types of intellectual property. The measurement
of economic obsolescence is described later in this
discussion.

Physical deterioration is a reduction in property
value due to physical wear and tear. It is unlikely
(but not impossible) that an intellectual property
will experience physical deterioration. Nonetheless,
the analyst should consider the existence of any
physical deterioration in any cost approach valuation analysis.

Obsolescence of any type is considered curable when the owner/operator’s cost to cure (as in,
resolve) the inefficiency is less than the decrease in
value caused by the inefficiency. Obsolescence of
any type is considered incurable when the owner/
operator’s cost to cure the inefficiency is greater
than the decrease in value it causes.

For example, physical deterioration can be
considered in the cost approach valuation of the

Let’s say that an owner/operator operates an
inefficient copyrighted computer software that
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was written in an inefficient third-generation language). It would cost the owner/operator $1 million
to reprogram software using a more efficient fifthgeneration language. For the owner/operator, the
new software system would create a savings in both
computer hardware and clerical support expenses
that exceeds $1 million (on a present value basis).
Therefore, that intellectual property’s obsolescence is considered to be curable. Had the savings
been projected to be less than the cost to reprogram the software, then the intellectual property
functional obsolescence would be considered to the
incurable.

1.

the intellectual property’s expected useful
economic life (“UEL”) and

2.

the intellectual property’s actual ROI.

Figure 1 illustrates the consideration of direct
costs and indirect costs (such as material and
direct labor) and of developer’s profit and entrepreneurial income in the cost approach valuation
of an illustrative intellectual property. Figure 1
also considers the comparison of historical costs
to current (as in, valuation date) replacement cost
new (“RCN”).

In any cost approach analysis, the analyst should
estimate the amount (if any) of physical deterioration, functional obsolescence, and external (potentially economic) obsolescence related to the actual
intellectual property.

As presented in Figure 1, total historical direct
costs and indirect costs are $100 when the illustrative intellectual property was originally developed
in 2010. The total of the current direct and indirect
replacement costs is $125, as of a 2021 valuation
date.

In estimating the above-mentioned components
of appraisal depreciation, the analyst may consider
both:

Figure 1 also illustrates how the owner/operator
typically does not consider developer’s profit or
entrepreneurial incentive cost components, even

Figure 1
Comparison of Historical Cost to RCN
In the Intellectual Property Development Process
$

Direct Costs and Indirect Costs Only

Total Cost Components

200
Entrepreneurial
Incentive

150

Developer
Profit

125

RCN

100
Labor

Labor

Material

Material

Labor

Material
Historical
Direct Costs and
Indirect Costs
(in 2010 dollars)

Replacement
Direct Costs and
Indirect Costs
(in 2021 dollars)

Typically, the owner/operator accounting
data capture (at most) the direct and indirect
costs associated with the subject intellectual
property historical development
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Replacement cost new
(in 2021 dollars)
The replacement cost new considers:
direct costs, indirect costs, developer’s
profit, and entrepreneurial incentive (or
opportunity cost) associated with the
replacement intellectual property
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though the owner/operator did keep track of
the historical (2010) direct material and labor
development costs.
The 2021 developer’s profit and entrepreneurial
incentive cost components (estimated at $75) are
then added to the 2021 direct cost and indirect cost
components (estimated at $125).
The sum of all these cost components ($200) is
the year 2021 RCN for the intellectual property.
The analyst should note that the cost components represented in Figure 1 are typically considered as capitalizable costs (i.e., capital expenditures), and not as period costs (i.e., expenses).
As discussed further in the “Errors and
Misconceptions in the Application of the Cost
Approach” section of this discussion, the costs
considered in the application of the cost approach
should not be considered either pre- or post-tax
expenses. Rather, the costs considered in the application of the cost approach should be considered as
capitalizable expenditures.

There is no “tax-affecting” that should be applied
to the development of the cost metrics that are considered in the intellectual property cost approach
valuation analysis.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationships between
RCN and replacement cost new less depreciation
(“RCNLD”). Figure 2 presents the intellectual property RCN as $200, which is the same RCN estimate
concluded in Figure 1.
To estimate the intellectual property current
value (or RCNLD), total appraisal depreciation
is subtracted from the RCN. The three appraisal
depreciation components include physical deterioration (typically a de minimis consideration for an
intellectual property), functional obsolescence, and
economic obsolescence.
In Figure 2, the sum of these three appraisal
depreciation components is $60. In this simplified illustrative example, the intellectual property
RCNLD is calculated as follows:

Figure 2
Comparison of the RCN to the Current Value
In the Intellectual Property Development Process
$

Total Cost Components

200

150
140

Value
Estimate

Obsolescence
Components

Physical

Entrepreneurial
Incentive

Functional
Economic

Developer
Profit

125

RCN
Current
Value
(RCNLD)

Labor

Material

Illustrative replacement cost new
(for the same example as presented in
Figure 1)
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Illustrative cost
decrements for
physical,
functional, and
economic
obsolescence
(collectively,
depreciation)

Replacement
cost new less
depreciation
(RCNLD)
indicates the
current value
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Cost Approach—RCNLD Method Analysis
$200
– 60
$140

RCN
less total depreciation
RCNLD

Figure 2 presents the current value (or RCNLD)
of the hypothetical intellectual property to be $140.
The RCNLD (not the RCN) of the hypothetical intellectual property provides the cost approach value
indication.
One typical cost approach formula for quantifying intellectual property RCN is as follows: RPCN
– incurable functional obsolescence = RCN.
To estimate the intellectual property current
value, the following cost approach formula is often
applied: RCN – physical deterioration – economic
obsolescence – curable functional obsolescence =
value.
Obsolescence is considered to be curable if the
cost to cure the intellectual property deficiency
(such as the cost to rewrite the obsolete copyrighted
software) is less than the cost of operating the deficient intellectual property (as in the cost of running
multiple copyrighted software programs that do not
share a common database).
Obsolescence is considered to be incurable if the
cost of curing the intellectual property deficiency is
more than the cost of operating the deficient intellectual property.

Useful Economic Life
Considerations
After the analyst has selected the appropriate intellectual property valuation approaches and methods,
the next procedure is to consider the intellectual
property’s expected UEL. The estimation of the
intellectual property UEL (often called a lifing
analysis) is one important consideration in any
generally accepted intellectual property valuation
approach.
A property’s UEL is the total period of time over
which the property is expected to generate economic benefits. In estimating an intellectual property’s
useful economic life, analysts typically consider the
financial projections of the owner/operator entity
(or the actual intellectual property), its industry, the
economy or economies of the geographic regions in
which the owner/operator entity operates, and other
market participants or competitors.
In the application of the income approach, a lifing analysis may be performed to estimate the pro-
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jection period for the intellectual property income
subject to either yield capitalization or direct capitalization.
In the application of the cost approach, a lifing
analysis may be performed to estimate the total
amount of obsolescence, if any, from the estimated
cost measurement metric—that is, the intellectual
property RPCN, RCN, or other cost metric.
In the application of the market approach, a
lifing analysis may be performed to select, reject,
and/or adjust comparable or guideline intellectual
property sale or inbound/outbound license transactional data.
For each intellectual property valuation
approach, the UEL analysis could affect value. The
likely expected effect of UEL on the intellectual
property value is summarized below.
Normally, in the application of the income
approach, a longer expected UEL estimate results
in a greater intellectual property value. The intellectual property value is particularly sensitive to the
UEL estimate when the UEL is less than 10 years
but not when the UEL is more than 20 years.
Normally, in the application of the cost approach,
a longer expected UEL estimate results in a greater
intellectual property value. This result is because a
longer UEL generally indicates less obsolescence in
the intellectual property. Normally, a shorter UEL
estimate results in a greater obsolescence allowance
consideration in the intellectual property value.
The market should indicate an acceptance for
the intellectual property’s UEL. If the actual intellectual property UEL is materially different from
the guideline sale or license transaction data UEL,
then adjustments to market-derived transactional
pricing multiples (or other pricing metrics) should
be considered.
If the actual intellectual property UEL is more
than materially different from the guideline sale
or license transaction intellectual property UELs,
this fact may indicate a lack market demand for an
intellectual property with that property’s age/life
characteristics.
Some of the factors that the analyst may consider in the intellectual property expected UEL
analysis follow:
n

Legal factors

n

Regulatory factors

n

Contractual factors

n

Functional factors

n

Technological factors

n

Economic factors

n

Analytical factors
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The analyst typically considers each of the
above-listed categories of factors that influence the
intellectual property’s UEL estimation. Typically,
the factor that indicates the shortest UEL deserves
primary consideration in the intellectual property
UEL estimate.

Physical Depreciation
Measurement Procedures
There is no one individual formula or equation to
quantify intellectual property physical depreciation
(or deterioration). If possible, the analyst should
physically inspect the intellectual property for any
manifestation of physical deterioration.
One procedure related to quantifying intellectual
property physical deterioration is to estimate the
cost to cure the deterioration (if it is, in fact, curable).
Ultimately, an intellectual property is typically not subject to wear and tear—like tangible
property is. However, an intellectual property can
be “used up” over time. That is, the intellectual
property UEL may become shorter over time. This
decrease in UEL can decrease the intellectual property value.
For example, an intellectual property that is contract-related or otherwise has a legal UEL typically
decreases in value as that UEL expires. Intellectual
property licenses, permits, contractual rights, agreements, and franchises typically have legally determined finite lives. As that contract (or legal) life
expires, the value of that intellectual property typically decreases.
Let’s assume that the cost to obtain a Food and
Drug Administration (“FDA”) license for a new drug
product is $10 million. That cost would include all
drug development and laboratory work, all clinical
tests, all application and documentation fees to the
FDA, and a lost income/opportunity cost component
during the drug development period.
Let’s further assume that the FDA license
period for the new drug is 10 years. On the date
that the FDA license is granted, the license’s value
probably equals the RCN of $10 million. Nine
years later (with only one year remaining in the
FDA license term), the license value will likely
have decreased.
Even ignoring the effect of any economic obsolescence, the willing buyer will probably assume
that it will soon need to incur new drug development costs in order to obtain a new FDA license for
an improved drug product.
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The analyst should decide whether the license
value decrease is linear over the 10-year life.
However, the license value typically decreases as the
UEL decreases. The illustrative FDA license value
at the end of year nine will typically be its RCNLD
estimate, not its RCN estimate.
Some analysts may question whether this value
decrease should be called technological obsolescence instead of physical deterioration. Regardless
of the terminology used, the analyst should recognize the decrease in the value of contract-related or
regulatory-related intellectual property as the UEL
of each such property decreases.
The analyst should realize that some types of
intangible property may actually experience physical deterioration. All intangible property have some
physical manifestation.
Even institutional goodwill may be manifested
by the owner/operator entity’s financial statements
(historical or prospective), articles of incorporation,
books and records, and so on. Personal goodwill may
be manifested by an individual’s personal income
tax returns, compensation statements, employment
or other contracts, client lists, and so on.
The physical manifestation of some intangible
property may experience wear and tear. For example, in an assembled workforce example, some
employees may become old (and be ready to retire)
or become injured (and be on disability leave).
Laboratory notebooks and other technical documentation may become tattered over time. NonCAD engineering drawings and designs or nonelectronic patient charts and records may show wear
and tear over time.
The analyst should consider the occurrence of
physical deterioration during the general intangible
property cost approach valuation process. And,
the analyst should at least consider the concept of
physical deterioration with regard to an intellectual
property cost approach valuation. The assembled
workforce intangible property example in the following discussion illustrates the analyst’s consideration of physical deterioration.

Functional Obsolescence
Measurement Procedures
For all property, both tangible and intangible, functional obsolescence is usually related to inefficiencies associated with the operation of the property.
These inefficiencies typically involve either inadequacies or superadequacies.
An inadequacy occurs when there is not enough
of the property (as in, the property is too small) for
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it to operate efficiently. A superadequacy occurs
when there is too much of a property (as in, the
property is too large) for it to operate efficiently.
Regarding intellectual property functional obsolescence, the two factors that the analyst typically
considers are as follows:
1.

Excess capital costs

2.

Excess operating costs

The consideration of excess capital costs compares the current cost to develop a reproduction
intellectual property with the historical cost to
develop the actual intellectual property.
In other words, if it would cost less to develop
the replacement intellectual property today than
it cost when the actual property was created, then
that difference is one measure of functional obsolescence.
The consideration of excess operating costs
compares the current cost of maintaining or using
the intellectual property to the historical cost of
maintaining or using the property when it was first
developed or put into service. The present value of
any relative excess operating costs over the intellectual property’s UEL is another measure of functional
obsolescence.
A trained and assembled workforce is an example of a general intangible property that can experience functional obsolescence. When the workforce
is too small to serve the owner/operator entity,
then the entity may operate inefficiently, with its
work inadequately performed or performed behind
schedule.
To complete the work, the owner/operator may
have to incur overtime compensation expenses. In
one way or another, the workflow will be inefficient.
Either customer demand will not be met or the
owner/operator entity will incur excess operating
costs (compared to the costs associated with an
optimal workforce).
Additionally, when the workforce is too large,
the owner/operator entity may operate inefficiently,
with employees having too little to do or performing
the available work slowly in order to appear busy.
The owner/operator entity will incur excess
overhead costs (e.g., rent, heat, electricity, etc.) to
house the excess employees along with excess costs
related to wages, payroll taxes, employee insurance
benefits, other employee benefits, and so on.
In addition to being the wrong size, an assembled
workforce can experience functional obsolescence
by having an inappropriate mix of employees. If
the workforce includes employees with inadequate
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skills or insufficient experience, for example, then
the work may be inadequately or inefficiently performed or both. This in turn could negatively affect
the owner/operator business, giving rise to problems
like poor quality control, a high return rate, customer loss, and reputational damage.
If the assembled workforce includes employees
who are more highly skilled or experienced than is
necessary to get the job done, then the owner/operator could incur higher compensation expense to pay
those skilled employees.
At the same time, the overqualified employees
may become bored and frustrated with the less
demanding work. The owner/operator entity is then
likely to experience a higher level of employee turnover than it would if it operated with more appropriately qualified employees.
Analysts often consider two methods for quantifying intellectual property functional obsolescence:
1.

The excess capital cost method

2.

The excess operating cost method

Although it is called the excess capital cost
method, this method can be applied to measure
obsolescence related to either an inadequacy or
a superadequacy. This method is, however, more
frequently applied to measure intellectual property
superadequacy.
Let’s assume that the analyst is asked to value
an internal medicine professional practice called
the Beta Group (“Beta”). The valuation date is
December 31, 2020. A local not-for-profit hospital,
Gamma Hospital (“Gamma”), intends to approach
the physician owners of Beta with an unsolicited
offer to buy the medical practice’s assets.
Accordingly, the Gamma board of directors has
retained the analyst to estimate a fair market value
purchase price offer for the Beta assets.
Beta employs 10 physicians, 20 clinical staff
members (registered nurses, medical technicians,
and so forth), and 10 administrative employees
(billing clerks, receptionists, and so forth). In valuing the Beta medical practice, the analyst should
estimate the fair market value of Beta’s assembled
workforce.
In developing the assembled workforce fair market value valuation, the analyst decides to apply the
cost approach and the RCNLD valuation method.
An assembled workforce is often considered a
contributory intangible property, which the MPF
defines as “any tangible or intangible [asset] used in
the generation of the cash flows associated with the
subject intangible asset that is being valued.”
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When applied to intellectual
property and other intangible
property, income approach valuation methods typically include
consideration of any contributory
asset charge. The contributory
asset charge, for example, charges against revenue in a cash flow
projection that reflect a return on
(or of) contributory assets used
in the generation of the cash flow
from the intellectual property.
However, because the cost
approach does not involve a projection of income or cash flow, it
is typically unnecessary to consider contributory asset charges
if the intellectual property is valued through application of the
cost approach. Still, contributory
assets—such as an assembled
workforce—are often valued for
other purposes and often for
inclusion in a broader valuation engagement (such
as the Beta professional practice valuation).
For example, a contributory asset may be valued
in order to estimate a contributory asset charge for
application to another intangible property valued
by the application of an income approach valuation
method.
Exhibit 1 presents a simplified illustration of
the analyst’s RCNLD method valuation of the Beta
assembled workforce intangible property. The
objective of the illustrative valuation is to estimate
the fair market value of all of the Beta practice
assets. This valuation will enable the Gamma board
of directors to make an informed fair-market-valuebased practice purchase offer.
The purpose of the illustrative valuation is to
assist the Gamma board (and its legal counsel) in
structuring the transaction so that Gamma does not
pay more than fair market value for the total Beta
practice assets.
Because it is a not-for-profit hospital, the Gamma
board of directors is appropriately concerned that
the purchase price should not result in either private inurement or excess benefits with regard to the
physician/sellers.
The appropriate standard of value in this example
is fair market value, as defined in the Treasury regulations. This pre-acquisition valuation is performed for
regulatory compliance purposes, to ensure that the
medical practice acquisition complies with Internal
Revenue Service administrative guidelines and with
statutory guidelines for not-for-profit entities.
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Let’s assume that there is no fair value measurement (“FVM”) or other financial accounting considerations in this illustrative example.
If the practice acquisition transaction is consummated, Gamma will not report the Beta assembled
workforce on its GAAP-basis financial statements.
Gamma will, however, record the purchased assembled workforce as a Section 197 amortizable intangible asset on its income tax basis balance sheet.
For the above-described reasons, this illustrative
example does not consider the actions of market
participants (that is a FVM financial accounting concept). Instead, this example considers the actions
of a hypothetical willing buyer and a hypothetical
willing seller (that is a fair market value taxation
concept).
Likewise, this illustrative example does not consider the investment value (such as the individual
staffing needs) of the Beta practice workforce to the
Gamma hospital.
As indicated in Exhibit 1, the analyst estimated
the RCN for the 50-person Beta workforce to be
$3,652,000. Of course, this RCN measurement itself
does not indicate the value of the Beta assembled
workforce.
The RCN metric indicates the cost for the owner/
operator to replace all the current 50 employees
with new employees of comparable experience and
expertise.
The RCN estimate considers the total amount
of compensation paid to each practice employee,
labeled as “average salary” in Exhibit 1. In an RCN
analysis, these costs are typically called direct costs.
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40,000

1.4

1.5

1.6

Other
Costs
Factor

Total Replacement Cost New

$161,000

8%

Entrepreneurial Incentive Cost Component (i.e., $2,009,000 × 8%)
(rounded)

16%

$2,009,000

6 months

5%

10%

20%

Recruit
Replacement
Employees

Required Annual Return on Investment (ROI)

56,000

90,000

288,000

Full
Absorption
Cost

10%

10%

20%

Hire
Replacement
Employees

25%

30%

40%

Train
Replacement
Employees

Percent of the Total Annual
(Full Absorption) Cost Required to

Required ROI for 6-Month Replacement Period

(i.e., $4,017,000 total cost ÷ 2)

Estimated Average Workforce Replacement Cost Investment

Estimated Total Workforce Replacement Period

Entrepreneurial Incentive Cost Component:

Add:

Total Direct Cost and Indirect Cost plus Developer’s Profit

Developer’s Profit Cost Component (rounded)

Developer’s Profit Margin

Developer’s Profit Cost Component:

Add:

Total Direct Cost and Indirect Cost Components

20
50

Administrative Staff

Total Employees

60,000

180,000

10
20

Physicians

Average
Salary

No. of
Employees

Clinical Staff

Beta
Assembled Workforce
Employee Component

Exhibit 1
The Beta Group
Trained and Assembled Workforce Intangible Property
Cost Approach—RCNLD Method Valuation
RCN Estimate
As of December 31, 2020

40%

50%

80%

Percent of
Full
Absorption
Cost to
Replace
Employees

22,400

45,000

230,400

Average
RCN
Component

$4,178,000

161,000

4,017,000

365,000

10%

3,652,000

448,000

900,000

$2,304,000

Total RCN
Component

The RCN estimate considers all other expenses that the
owner/operator entity would
incur related to each employee.
Those costs are typically called
indirect costs. These indirect
costs can include the following
employer-paid expenses:
n

Payroll taxes

n

Employee benefits

n

Continuing professional
education

n

Annual license and credential fees

n

Uniforms and lab coats

n

Employee parties, gifts,
etc.

Hence, the total annual cost
that the owner/operator entity
pays for an employee is called the full absorption
cost in Exhibit 1. This full absorption cost metric
includes the following:
n

The compensation paid by the employer to
the employee

n

The expenses paid by the employer to others so that the employee can perform his or
her job

The RCN estimate includes all costs that the
employer would incur to replace the current Beta
practice workforce with a new (but comparable)
workforce. These RCN costs may include the following:
n

Advertising for recruiting potential new
employees to apply for each position

n

Interviewing expenses, background checks
and other pre-employment tests, and placement fees incurred to have the new employee show up on day one

n

On-the-job training in the particular position, including first-month training, firstyear training, and accumulated continuing
education for long-term employees

In Exhibit 1, the analyst expressed the RCN components as a percentage of the employee full absorption cost. Alternatively, the analyst could calculate
the RCN components as dollars per employee, dollars per year of employee tenure, or some other dollar or percentage metric.
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The $3,652,000 figure represents the direct
cost and indirect cost components related to the
Beta practice assembled workforce. There are
two additional cost components for the analyst to
consider:
1.

Developer’s profit

2.

Entrepreneurial incentive

For the purpose of this illustrative example, the
developer’s profit considers the profit margin that
a management consulting, human resources outsourcing, or professional staffing firm would earn
if a willing buyer retained such a firm to create the
assembled workforce.
Such a professional staffing or consulting firm
would incur $3,652,000 in out-of-pocket costs. That
firm would expect the Beta workforce’s willing buyer
(as in, Gamma) to reimburse them for such out-ofpocket costs. In addition, the staffing firm would
naturally expect to earn a profit.
Likewise, the Beta practice owners would obviously expect to earn a profit on the sale of their
internally developed intangible property to the willing buyer.
For this example, let’s assume that the analyst
surveyed professional firms in the business of
assembling a fully trained workforce for corporate
or institutional employers. Examples of public
companies in this industry include Insperity, Inc.;
GP Strategies Corp.; ManpowerGroup Inc.; and
Cross Country Healthcare, Inc. Let’s further assume
the valuation analyst’s survey indicated that such
firms would expect to earn a 10 percent operating
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profit margin on this type of staffing development
assignment.
In Exhibit 1, the developer’s profit cost component is calculated multiplying the $3,652,000 total
direct costs and indirect costs by the 10 percent
developer’s profit margin.
The analyst also considers entrepreneurial
incentive in the RCN analysis. This cost component is what motivates the owner/operator entity
to develop the actual intangible property instead of
pursuing some other investment opportunity.
There are several alternative procedures
for
estimating
entrepreneurial
incentive.
One procedure is to estimate the lost profits
opportunity cost that the owner/operator entity
would experience during the intangible property
replacement period. When applying this procedure,
the analyst should be careful to appropriately
allocate the owner/operator’s overall profit to all of
the entity’s intangible property.
For example, let’s assume (1) that the Beta
practice has five intangible property assets, each of
which would require one year, on average, to recreate; and (2) that the Beta practice earns $1 million
in operating profits annually (typically measured as
earnings before interest and taxes).
The analyst should be careful not to assign $1
million as an entrepreneurial incentive opportunity cost to each of the five intangible property
assets. Whether the Beta practice must replace
one intangible property or all five, it would still
suffer the same $1 million opportunity cost
from its inability to operate during the one-year
replacement period.
In assigning the $1 million opportunity cost to
each of the five intangible property assets, the analyst would be overstating their value. Accordingly,
the analyst should carefully allocate (or split) the
total development period opportunity cost among all
owner/operator’s intangible property.
Another entrepreneurial profit measurement
procedure is to calculate a fair rate of return on the
total intangible property cost components (direct
costs, indirect costs, and developer’s profit). The
principle behind this procedure is that the owner/
operator would not develop the replacement intangible property were there no expectation of earning
a fair rate of return on its total development investment.
Let’s assume that the analyst applied this second
entrepreneurial incentive measurement procedure
to the assembled workforce valuation. Further, let’s
assume that the total elapsed workforce recreation
period will be six months.
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According to Exhibit 1, the average investment
during the six-month period will be $2,009,000. The
analyst calculates a fair ROI for the Beta practice to
be 16 percent. This ROI is often measured as the
owner/operator entity’s weighted average cost of
capital (“WACC”).
In Exhibit 1, the $2,009,000 total investment is
multiplied by the required annual rate of return of
16 percent and adjusted for the six-month development period.
Exhibit 1 indicates that the total entrepreneurial
incentive is estimated at $161,000. This amount
represents the fourth RCN cost component. The
total assembled workforce RCN is the sum of all four
cost components: $4,178,000.
Finally, in Exhibit 1, the analyst estimates the
cost to replace the 50 current employees with
50 new employees of comparable experience and
expertise. Because the RCN estimate includes a job
training component, these 50 new employees (1)
would know how to do their jobs and (2) could work
together efficiently on the hypothetical replacement
date.
Exhibit 1 summarizes the Beta practice assembled workforce RCN. To reach a value conclusion,
the analyst should next estimate the RCNLD of the
practice workforce. As in any cost approach analysis, the analyst should determine whether there is
any deterioration or obsolescence related to this
intangible property.
The reason for this valuation of the Beta practice
total property is that Gamma will make an offer to
buy the practice total assets. Because of incometax-related private inurement and excess benefit
considerations, Gamma cannot pay more than a fair
market value price for the Beta practice total assets.
In performing due diligence on the possible
acquisition, the analyst learns the following facts
about the Beta practice assembled workforce:
n

Two lab technicians (part of the practice’s
clinical staff) are scheduled to retire in the
next year or so.

n

One billing accountant (part of the administrative staff) is on disability leave and
unlikely to return to work.

n

The Beta practice is overstaffed with administrative personnel; in addition to the billing
accountant on disability, any typical willing
buyer would eliminate two administrative
positions.

n

The Beta practice’s clinical staff has experienced very low turnover. Because of their
long tenure, these nurses and technicians
earn an average annual salary of $60,000
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(see Exhibit 1). If these actual clinical
employees were replaced, they could be
replaced with adequately qualified (but
less tenured) employees earning an average
annual salary of $50,000.
The analyst now has all information necessary
to calculate the appropriate physical deterioration
and functional obsolescence allowances for the Beta
practice assembled workforce.
In Exhibit 2, the analyst estimates the amount of
physical deterioration and takes into consideration
the coming retirement of two clinical staff employees. The value of an assembled workforce lies in the
owner/operator’s expectation that the employees
will show up for work fully trained and able to do
their jobs effectively and efficiently.
If a willing buyer will soon have to incur the
cost to recruit, hire, and train employees to replace
those who are retiring, then that buyer will not pay
the seller for the value of those retiring employees.
Exhibit 2 also considers that one administrative
employee is on disability leave.
These two replacement cost adjustments relate
to (1) age (with consideration of impending employee retirement) and (2) inability to work (with consideration of employee disability). Therefore, these
two cost adjustments are appropriately classified as
physical deterioration.

The estimate also considers that the Beta practice workforce has a superadequacy of experience
among clinical staff members, causing the average replacement salary for a clinical employee to
be $10,000 greater than the desired replacement
salary. This excess causes the average annual
full absorption cost to be $15,000 greater than
desired.
As a result, the excess full absorption cost causes
the average RCN (direct cost and indirect cost component) per clinical employee to be $7,500 greater
than the desired replacement cost per employee.
Both excess capital costs (those related to excess
number and quality of intangible property) relate to
superadequacies. Therefore, these two cost adjustments are appropriately classified as functional
obsolescence.
The developer’s profit and entrepreneurial incentive cost components in Exhibit 3 bear the same
relationship to total direct costs and indirect costs
as presented in Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 4 summarizes the RCNLD method analysis for the Beta practice assembled workforce. This
analysis concludes the value of (1) the appropriately
sized workforce and (2) the appropriately experienced workforce. These depreciation and obsolescence adjustments are appropriate because a willing
buyer would not pay the willing seller for:

The developer’s profit and entrepreneurial incentive cost components in Exhibit 2 are based on
these same cost component relationships to total
direct costs and indirect costs as in Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 3 presents the analyst’s estimate of the
Beta practice workforce functional obsolescence.
This estimate considers that the Beta workforce has
a superadequacy of two administrative employees.

n

the value of employees who are neither
needed nor working or

n

the value of employees who are both overcompensated and overqualified to perform
their jobs.

This RCNLD conclusion indicates what a willing
buyer would pay to a willing seller for this Beta
practice assembled workforce, under the assumption

Exhibit 2
The Beta Group
Trained and Assembled Workforce Intangible Property
RCNLD Method
Physical Deterioration
As of December 31, 2020

No. of
Employees

Average
Direct and
Indirect
RCN

Total Direct
and Indirect
RCN

Clinical Staff

2

$45,000

$90,000

Administrative Staff

1

22,400

22,400

Beta Assembled
Workforce
Component

Total
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Developer’s
Profit and
Entrepreneurial
Incentive Cost
Components

Total RCN

Percent
Depreciation

Accumulated
Depreciation

$103,000

100%

$103,000

3,200

25,600

100%

16,200

128,600

$13,000

25,600
$128,600
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Exhibit 3
The Beta Group
Trained and Assembled Workforce Intangible Property
RCNLD Method
Functional Obsolescence
As of December 31, 2020

No. of
Employees

Excess Direct
and Indirect
RCN

Excess
Developer’s
Profit and
Entrepreneurial
Incentive
Components

Excess Total
Replacement
per
Employee

Functional
Obsolescence

Clinical Staff

18

$7,500

$1,100

$8,600

$154,800

Administrative Staff

2

22,400

3,200

25,600

51,200

Workforce
Component

Total

$206,000

that there is no economic obsolescence related to
this intangible property. Economic obsolescence is
discussed later.

In addition, the analyst can apply the excess capital cost method to measure functional obsolescence
related to an intangible property’s inadequacy.

Exhibit 3 illustrates the excess capital cost
method of measuring functional obsolescence. This
method considers circumstances where a superadequacy exists in the Beta practice assembled workforce, such as the following:

In such situations, the functional obsolescence
analysis considers deferred costs or capital costs
that will be incurred, such as the following:

n

Excess employees

n

Overpaid employees

n

Overqualified employees

The analyst also can apply the excess capital cost
method to quantify excess costs related to superadequate engineering drawings, computer software,
laboratory notebooks, training manuals, technical
documentation, and many other “backroom”-type
intellectual property trade secrets.

n

Costs to add needed employees

n

Costs to pay undercompensated employees
more

n

Costs to add adequately experienced
employees

In instances related to the inadequacy of intangible property, the capital cost represents the cost to
cure any functional obsolescence. Typically, these
costs represent obsolescence allowances. This is
because a willing buyer will reduce the price it is
willing to pay to a willing seller for an assembled

Exhibit 4
The Beta Group
Trained and Assembled Workforce Intangible Property
Cost Approach
RCNLD Estimate
As of December 31, 2020

Cost Approach Analysis
RCN (all employees)

Cost Component
$4,178,000

Less: Physical Deterioration Allowance (inadequate staff)

128,600

Less: Functional Obsolescence Allowance (superadequate staff)

206,000

Equals: RCNLD
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$3,843,400
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workforce when the buyer will incur immediate
costs to improve the quality of the acquired workforce.

programmer position will be eliminated. The full
absorption cost of the COBOL programmer is
$100,000 per year.

Another method for measuring functional obsolescence is the excess operating cost method. In this
method, the analyst estimates the annual expense
associated with operating the deficient (whether
inadequate or superadequate) intangible property.
The analyst also estimates the period (usually, the
intangible property expected UEL) during which
excess operating costs are expected to be incurred.

Let’s assume that an analyst is retained to estimate the fair market value of the copyrights and
trade secrets intellectual property related to the billing and receivables system as of December 31, 2020.
The analyst decides to apply the cost approach and
the RCNLD method to value this intellectual property.

Finally, the analyst calculates the present value
of excess operating costs over the expected UEL.
This present value represents the amount of functional obsolescence related to the intangible property-specific deficiency.

The RCN for the current billing system is $1.2
million. The RCN for the new customized billing
system will be much greater than $1.2 million. To
simplify this example, let’s assume that there is no
physical depreciation or economic obsolescence
related to the current computer software.

To illustrate this functional obsolescence measurement method, let’s assume that the Delta
Marketing Company (“Delta”) operates a particular
software system for billing and receivables. This
software was written in COBOL, a third-generation
programming language. Delta’s other client records
software and administrative systems software are
written in Java or C++ (or other fourth- and fifthgeneration programming languages).

Applying the capitalized excess operating cost
method to measure functional obsolescence, the
analyst estimated the value of the current COBOL
software intellectual property as summarized in
Exhibit 5.

Delta management plans to replace the actual
software system for billing and receivables with a
new customized software system. However, for the
next five years the IT department will not have the
resources to complete the new software development project.

Theoretically, the analyst—if applying consistent
valuation variables—should reach the same value
conclusion for the same intellectual property no
matter which functional obsolescence measurement
method he or she applies. The intellectual property
RCNLD should be the same whether the analyst
applies the excess capital cost method or the excess
operating cost method to measure functional obsolescence.

In the meantime, Delta employs a COBOL programmer to maintain the current billing system.
When a new billing system is installed, this COBOL

In Exhibit 5, the 2.99 present value annuity factor is based on a five-year UEL for the actual software and an assumed 20 percent (pretax) present
value discount rate.

Exhibit 5
Delta Marketing Company
Computer Software Billing and Receivables System
Copyrights and Trade Secrets
Cost Approach—RCNLD Method
As of December 31, 2020

Cost Approach Component

$

Current Computer Software RCN
Less: Functional Obsolescence:
Annual Excess Operating Cost

1,200,000
$
100,000

Multiplied by: Present Value Annuity Factor
Equals: Capitalized Excess Operating Costs

2.99
299,000

Equals: RCNLD
Fair Market Value of Billing and Receivables System Software
(rounded)
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299,000
901,000
900,000
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In each of the above simplified examples, it is
noteworthy that the cost approach value indications
are presented before consideration of economic
obsolescence. The analysis of economic obsolescence is integral to any cost approach valuation
analysis. No cost approach valuation analysis is
complete until the analyst considers the existence
of economic obsolescence.
The next section considers the identification and
measurement of economic obsolescence.

Economic Obsolescence
Measurement Procedures
The analysis of economic obsolescence is typically
the last procedure in any intellectual property cost
approach valuation analysis. This statement is generally also true for all intangible property and tangible property valuations.
The objective of the economic obsolescence
analysis is to determine whether the owner/operator
entity can earn a fair rate of return on the intellectual property cost approach value indication.
If the owner/operator entity can earn a fair rate
of return, then the cost approach value indication
(before an economic obsolescence allowance) provides the intellectual property value indication. If
the owner/operator entity cannot earn a fair rate
of return, then the cost approach value indication
should be reduced by the amount of the economic
obsolescence allowance.
The cost approach value indication should be
reduced to the level at which the owner/operator
can earn a fair rate of return. The cost approach
value indication adjusted for economic obsolescence
results in the cost approach final value indication.
It is usually fairly easy for the analyst to identify physical deterioration (if any) in the intangible
property. It also is fairly easy for the analyst to
identify functional obsolescence (if any) in the
intangible property. This is because these forms of
depreciation are inherent in the intangible property.

Procedures to Identify the Existence
of Economic Obsolescence
It is appropriate for the analyst to consider economic obsolescence in every intellectual property cost
approach valuation analysis. A number conditions
can indicate the existence of economic obsolescence. Exhibit 6 lists some of these conditions that
may indicate the existence of economic obsolescence with regard to an intellectual property.
While none of the conditions in Exhibit 6 specifically measures the amount of economic obsolescence, the existence of one or more of these
conditions may indicate the existence of economic
obsolescence. To measure economic obsolescence,
the analyst typically considers either (or both) of
the following:
1.

Owner/operator-specific factors

2.

Industry factors

Procedures to Measure
Economic Obsolescence
Most analyses that quantify economic obsolescence
are performed on a comparative basis. The comparative basis can be:
1.

the owner/operator entity’s actual operating results with the economic obsolescence
effect in place compared to

2.

the owner/operator entity’s hypothetical
(e.g., historical or projected) operating
results without the economic obsolescence
effect in place.

Alternatively, the comparative basis can be:
1.

the owner/operator entity’s actual operating results with the economic obsolescence
effect in place compared to

2.

one (or more) comparable entity’s operating
results without the economic obsolescence
effect in place.

Economic obsolescence is more difficult to identify than physical deterioration or functional obsolescence. Typically, the causes of economic obsolescence are external to the intangible property.

Given the comparative nature of economic obsolescence analyses, a noncomparative analysis is
unlikely to be adequate for measuring economic
obsolescence.

The analysis of intangible property economic
obsolescence is usually a two-step process:

To quantify many types of economic obsolescence, the analyst may need to review the owner/
operator entity’s financial documents or operational
reports. Such intellectual property owner/operator
documents can include the following:

1.

Identify the existence of economic obsolescence.

2.

Quantify the amount of economic obsolescence.
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n

Financial statements or financial results of
operations
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Exhibit 6
Intellectual Property Owner/Operator Entity Conditions That Can Indicate
the Existence of Economic Obsolescence Related to Intellectual Property

1. The owner/operator entity’s income approach value indication is less than the entity’s asset-based business
valuation approach value indication.
2. The owner/operator entity’s market approach value indication is less than the entity’s asset-based approach
business valuation value indication.
3. The owner/operator’s revenue has been decreasing in recent years.
4. The owner/operator’s profitability has been decreasing in recent years.
5. The owner/operator’s cash flow has been decreasing in recent years.
6. The owner/operator’s product pricing has been decreasing in recent years.
7. The industry/profession’s revenue has been decreasing in recent years.
8. The industry/profession’s profitability has been decreasing in recent years.
9. The industry/profession’s cash flow has been decreasing in recent years.
10. The industry/profession’s product pricing has been decreasing in recent years.
11. The owner/operator’s profit margins have been decreasing in recent years.
12. The owner/operator’s ROIs have been decreasing in recent years.
13. The industry/profession’s profit margins have been decreasing in recent years.
14. The industry/profession’s ROIs have been decreasing in recent years.
15. The industry/profession’s competition has been increasing in recent years.
16. The industry/profession has experienced regulatory changes in recent years.

n

Financial budgets, plans, projections, or
forecasts

n

Actual results versus industry/profession
average or benchmark results

n

Production statements, production cost
analyses, or operating cost variance analyses

n

Actual results versus the owner/operator’s
practical or normal production capacity

n

Material, labor, and overhead cost of goods
sold (or cost of services delivered) analyses

n

Fixed expense versus variable expense
operating statements

n

Unit or total entity cost/volume/profit analyses

n

Business enterprise profit margins

n

Unit/dollar sales analyses or average selling
price analyses

n

Business enterprise ROIs

n

Industrial/commercial product unit average
selling price

The analyst should consider the intellectual
property owner/operator entity data and documents
in the preceding list on a comparative basis, such as
the following:

n

Industrial/commercial product unit cost of
goods sold

n

Industrial/commercial product unit sales
volume

n

Actual results versus historical results

n

Actual results versus budgeted results

n

Actual results versus specific comparative
entity results

n

Actual results versus specific competitor
results
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To identify the causes of the economic obsolescence, the analyst is most likely to analyze owner/
operator entity’s financial data. Regarding intellectual property specifically, the analyst often analyzes
the following financial and operational data:

The analyst seeks to identify any external factors
that could cause the owner/operator entity to earn
less than a fair rate of return on the intellectual
property cost approach value indication.
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Economic Obsolescence Illustrative
Example

from the current cost measure. Continuing with the
Beta practice illustrative example, this final procedure is illustrated in Exhibit 9.

Let’s continue with our Beta practice assembled
workforce example. For that Beta practice workforce,
the analyst concluded an RCNLD value indication
that considered functional obsolescence. To reach
a final cost approach value conclusion, the analyst
should also consider economic obsolescence.

Based on the RCNLD analysis summarized in
Exhibit 9, the analyst would conclude the fair market value of the Beta practice assembled workforce
to be $3.1 million as of December 31, 2020.

To measure economic obsolescence, the analyst
accumulates the comparative financial and operational data summarized in Exhibit 7. Exhibit 7 presents a type of economic obsolescence measurement
analysis that is typically called the capitalization of
income loss method (“CILM”).
Based on the Exhibit 7 CILM analysis, the analyst concluded that Beta practice is experiencing
economic obsolescence of about 20 percent.
Barring any specific economic obsolescence calculation related to an individual intangible property,
the analyst should apply the 20 percent economic
obsolescence to all Beta intangible property valued
by the application of the cost approach.

The analyst would include this intangible property value conclusion in the asset-based approach
business valuation of the Beta practice total assets.
Based on this asset-based approach business valuation, the analyst would recommend to the Gamma
board of directors that Gamma pay no more than
the total indicated value (as in, the total fair market
value) as the purchase price for the Beta assembled
workforce.
Ideally, the analyst would also have income
approach and market approach value indications to
correlate with the cost approach value indication.
However, as in many intangible property valuations,
it is relatively uncommon for the analyst to be able
to synthesize multiple valuation approach value
indications.

Exhibit 8 summarizes the calculation of the
allowance for economic obsolescence for the Beta
practice assembled workforce intangible property.

Let’s assume that the Beta practice owners will
retain the practice’s cash and accounts receivable
balances in the proposed asset purchase transaction.

Concluding the Cost
Approach Value Indication

Let’s further assume that the analyst concluded the following fair market values for each of
the remaining Beta practice tangible property and
intangible property categories:

By this point, the analyst has performed all the following intellectual property valuation procedures:

n

Tangible personal property: $5 million

1.

Concluded that the application of the cost
approach is appropriate for the intellectual
property

n

Current patient relationships (the value of
the current patients to the current practice): $2 million

2.

Confirmed that adequate current cost
information is available to perform a cost
approach analysis

n

Patient charts and records: $1.5 million

n

Employee training and procedure manuals
trade secrets: $500,000

n

Goodwill: $900,000

3.

Selected the appropriate cost measurement
measure or metric for the intellectual property current cost

4.

Included all appropriate cost components in
the current cost measurement

5.

Identified and quantified any necessary
allowance for physical deterioration

6.

Identified and quantified any necessary
allowance for functional obsolescence

7.

Identified and quantified any necessary
allowance for economic obsolescence

To conclude a cost approach value indication,
the only remaining procedure is to subtract all
appraisal deprecation and obsolescence allowances
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Based on these indicated fair market values, the
analyst can integrate the value of the assembled
workforce intangible property. The assembled workforce value was concluded by application of the cost
approach. The analyst develops to practice total
asset valuation by applying the asset-base business
valuation approach and the asset accumulation
business valuation method.
Based on that business valuation analysis, the
analyst would recommend that the Gamma board of
directors pay a purchase price no greater than the
fair market value of the Beta practice total operating
assets, as indicated in Exhibit 10.
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Exhibit 7
The Beta Group
Trained and Assembled Workforce Intangible Property
Cost Approach
Economic Obsolescence Analysis
Selected Economic Obsolescence Data
As of December 31, 2020

Item

Financial or Operational
Performance Metric

1

Average Collected Revenue
per Physician

2

Number of Support Staff
per Physician

3

Average Salary per
Physician

4

LTM
Ended
12/31/20

Benchmark
Measure

LTM
Metric
Percentage
Deficiency

Benchmark Comparison
Reference Source

$340,000

$420,000

19%

2020 Regional Internal
Medicine Group Average

4.0

3.2

25%

2020 Regional Internal
Medicine Group Average

$180,000

$220,000

18%

2020 Regional Internal
Medicine Group Average

Annual Growth Rate in the
Practice Revenue

3.5%

4.5%

22%

Actual Beta Practice
Average for 2016–20

5

Profit Contribution per
Physician (pre-MD comp.)

$200,000

$280,000

29%

2020 Regional Internal
Medicine Group Average

6

Profit Contribution Margin
(pre-MD comp.)

59%

67%

12%

2020 Regional Internal
Medicine Group Average

7

Average Patients Seen per
Physician per Day

8.2

10

18%

The 2020 Beta Practice
Budget

8

Average Revenue Billed per
Patient Visit

$80

$100

20%

The 2020 Beta Practice
Budget

9

Return on the Practice’s
Average Assets

10%

12.5%

20%

Actual Beta Practice
Average for 2016–20

10

Return on the Practice’s
Average Equity

20%

25%

20%

Actual Beta Practice
Average for 2016–20

Latest 12-Month Benchmark Financial or Operational Performance Metric Percentage Deficiency:
Mean Deficiency
Median Deficiency

20.0%

Mode Deficiency

20.0%

Trimmed Mean Deficiency

20.3%

Trimmed Median Deficiency

20.0%

Selected Economic Obsolescence Indication

Summary

and

Conclusion

This discussion described the application of the
generally accepted cost approach valuation methods
and procedures. These methods and procedures are
generally applicable to the valuation of intellectual
property—and to many other types of intangible
property.
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20.3%

20%
This discussion presented several illustrative examples of the application of cost
approach methods in the development of an
intellectual property valuation.
John Ramirez is a managing director in our
Portland, Oregon, practice office. John can be
reached at (503) 243-7506 or at jcramirez@
willamette.com.
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Exhibit 8
The Beta Group
Trained and Assembled Workforce Intangible Property
Cost Approach
Economic Obsolescence Allowance
As of December 31, 2020
Cost Approach Analysis
RCNLD
Multiplied by: Selected Economic Obsolescence Percentage
Equals: Economic Obsolescence Allowance (rounded)

Cost
Component
$3,843,400
20%
$768,700

Exhibit 9
The Beta Group
Trained and Assembled Workforce Intangible Property
Cost Approach—RCNLD Method
Valuation Synthesis and Conclusion
As of December 31, 2020
Cost Approach Analysis
RCN

Cost
Component
$4,178,000

Less: Physical Deterioration Allowance

128,600

Less: Functional Obsolescence Allowance

206,000

Less: Economic Obsolescence Allowance

768,700

Equals: RCNLD
Fair Market Value of the Assembled Workforce (rounded)

3,074,700
$3,100,000

Exhibit 10
The Beta Group
Total Operating Assets
Asset-Based Approach Business Valuation
Asset Accumulation Valuation Method
Valuation Synthesis and Conclusion
As of December 31, 2020
Beta Practice Asset Category
Tangible Personal Property

Fair Market
Value
$5,000,000

Intangible Personal Property:
Patient Relationships

2,000,000

Patient Charts and Records

1,500,000

Employee Training and Procedure Manuals
Trained and Assembled Workforce
Goodwill
Fair Market Value of the Beta Practice Total
Operating Assets
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500,000
3,100,000
900,000
$13,000,000
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